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Abstract

In this paper, a detail electromagnetic and thermal calculation of a 15kW-660VAC
synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM) SRM frame size 132mm- efficiency class IE2 are
presented. The design of the machines was carried out in based on the use of finite element
modeling of the magnetic field. Static and dynamic simulation of the main characteristics of the
synchronous reluctance electric motor powered by electric network and frequency inverter, is
carried out in analytical program. The SynRM was designed to meet efficiency class and
temperature requirement which is applied for underground coal mines in Vietnam.
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I.

Introduction

Synchronous reluctance motor or synchronous electric motors has been applied for explosion motor applications
because of main advantages such a simple design of the rotor and motor in general. Through the absence of windings
on the rotor, the machines have a high efficiency, are characterized by a smaller value of overheating of the stator
winding and bearing assemblies. The design of SynRM ensures maximum overheat capacity and safety operation. In
this paper, the results of the design and simulation of a synchronous reluctance motor with the rated power of 15 kW
is implemented and analyzed. FEA method has been calculated to investigate electromagnetic torque, efficiency and
temperature of windings.
II.

Motor Electromagnetic Design

Figure. 1 shows an industrial design the SynRM which is embedded explosive housing. A detail geometry
parameters of four layer SRM is designed in figure 2. Subsequently, the SynRM performance is implemented by using
analytical and FEA methods. The mechanical stress concentrated on each rib is analyzed by the structural analysis.
The next step is the optimization of the rib thickness to improve the motor output using the response surface method.
Table 1 lists the constraints and output of the SynRM.

Table 1. Specifications For Design
Contents

Value

Unit
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Rated Power
Rated torque/speed
Voltage limit
Dia. stator
Length of stack
THD limit

15
95/1500
660
267
200
5

kW
Nm/rpm
Vph, rms
mm
mm
%

The design of the synchronous reluctance motor is developed using a technique based on finite element simulation
of the magnetic field. The design parameters of the SynRMM1606 ie2 motor is shown in Figure.1. The

Figure 1. Industrial design of 15kW-660VAC

Figure 2. Four layers SynRM of 15kW-660VAC
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These boundary conditions, mesh setup and assigned materials for each part of the motor which are depend on
problem conditions, are set up. To decrease the simulation time as well as depend on the motor symmetry, the motor
is only be considered in smaller part. Program also considered the design in many different rotor position, to
experience magnetic behavior. Several results can be acquired such as air gap flux density, flux plots, torque, etc…
Simulation results are also compared to analytical calculation to verify them and adjust the design.

Figure 3. Main results
The program can be easily converted to the one that can generate several designs in small time which can help the
user can choose the best design. The program can also be linked to some optimize function to choose the best solution
for specific objective.

Figure 4. Winding design
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The coil design of 36 stator slots is included turn coil, coils per phase and wire diameter in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Winding parameters
III.

Electromagnetic simulation

FEM has been applied to investigate magnetic performance of PM-SYNRM design. The flux density of stator and
rotor has been validated by FEA model for one pole in Figure 6. Flux density curve vs rotor angle is shown in Figure
7. Average values are 0.5 tesla in good agreement with calculation.

Figure 6. Flux density distribution in Stator tooth
Magnetic circuit is obviously not saturated, and magnet flux density is also adequately high. That allows the motor to
operate in overload mode which has not been defined yet.
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Figure 7. Flux density in air gap results
Torque and efficiency of PM-SYNRM design play an important role on implementation of this motor. The torque
curves of rotor cage, magnet and motor are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Phase current, voltage, and electromagnetic results
Efficiency of 91 % with 10% overload in Figure 8. The power shaft is 15 kW started direct from grid. From those
results can be concluded that PM-SYNRM is higher efficiency with IE 2,3 than induction motor. Total cost of PMSYNRM is more expensive than IM but lower operation cost of electric energy can help PM-SYNRM payback in
short time.

IV. Thermal Simulation

Thermal model is setup based on stator and rotor structure and their material. The copper and iron losses from
electromagnetic design result is applied for thermal model. Temperatures of rotor and stator tooth, yoke and windings
have been calculated under natural convention in figure 9&10. The results of analytical and model are good
agreements.
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Figure 9. Temperatures of stator and rotor cross section

Figure 10. Temperatures of stator and rotor in axial
Normally, temperature curves will be implemented in 3 hours in order to guarantee that the motor is overheat during
heat-run test plotted in figure 11.
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Figure 11. Temperature plots of windings and core motor
Hotspot of winding and rotor shape is 105 C degree. With Insolation class of H, the hotspot temperature is lower than
limited.
IV.

Experiment Test Bench

Rotor magnetic slots have manufacture by wire cutting after die-casting rotor bars and shaft assembly as Figure 12.

Figure 12. Manufactured line starts permanent magnet motor.
The whole hardware of SYNRM motor was built together as Figure 13.

Figure 13. Hardware of SYNRM motor
The SYNRM motor was setup to evaluate synchronizing speed under different load and voltage by auto run test system
as flow IEC standard.
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Figure 14. Experiment Interface of PM-SYNRM test in Quatest I
All static and dynamic test result has saved in IEC result template as Figure 15.

Figure 15. Experiment Table result of PM-SYNRM test in Quatest I
V.

Conclusion

The paper has presented a design program of a SYNRM Motor for industrial applications meeting IEC 60034-30.
The program was used to calculate design parameters by using analytical method, associate with FEMM to validate
and finally export the drawings from numerical data. Program is the combination of several drawing and calculating
algorithms to improve accuracy. The program is also used for induction motor and special motor designs. Thanks to
decreasing time and cost in design process, the integrated tool can be applied in manufacturing electrical motor
companies to design and manufacture as well as a supporting tool for researchers who can adjust motor structure
design. The synchronous reluctance motor is a promising electrical machine for energy-efficient mechatronic systems
and drives. The advantages of SynRM are most apparent in the field of partial loads and at low speeds in the pick-up
and reverse modes.
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